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GENER.AL DESCRIPTION 

l. This circuit is a two way key ended ~utomatic trunk between tte outgoing 
trunk test board and a supervisor. It terminates at the distant end in a similar 
circuit. 

DET~ILED DESCRIPTION 

OPERATION 

2. On ~n incoming call the line lamp lights fran grounu over the lead Ll. 
· When tte key is Operatea the El4 relay o~erates extinguishing the line lamp, and 

locks to the so.m~ ground on lead Ll. 

3. If the key is restored to normal before the kes at the distant end is 
release~, the Ea4 r~luy rem~ins locked under control oi the ke3 at tte distant end, 
thus :preventing the line lamp fran relig:hting o.s a recall signal. 

4• When tte 1~ey at tb~ di sta.nt end is released. thii: E24 relay releases a1:d. tbe 
circuit is restored to normal. 

5. To make an outgoing call the Cl5 key is operated• in turn operating tbe E24 
relay &nd connecting ground to lead L, lighting the lamp in the supervisor's circuit. 

6. Wh~n the cull is answiar~d, the supervisor's lamp is extinguished and the 
E24 rel a~, locks to ground on lead Ll. W~en bott Jie;y s are released the circuit is 
restored to normal. 
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OPERi,T'E 

. :824 
( CO) 

T0st .025 amp. 
R0adj • .012 amp. 

ENG. --\~L-VL. 
10/5/21. 

CIRCUIT REQUIREMENTS 

NON-OPERATE 

Teat .0085 wnp • 
Re adj • • 00 9 ump. 

CHK 'D. --FA.B. 
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Replucing ~111 

RELEASE 
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